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Jeremy Griffithʼs ‘GUM TREEʼ article is going viral but itʼs his explanation
of the HUMAN CONDITION that SAVES THE HUMAN RACE – WATCH
MORE.
This biological breakthrough means all the great questions of science
have been answered —
• The volcanic anger in humans is explained.
• Redeeming and transforming understanding floods the world.
• Unspeakable suffering ends.
WATCH FREE videos about this greatest of all breakthroughs at WATCH
MORE.
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Biologist Says Real Issue is the HUMAN
CONDITION
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Pamela Fairbanks Not until I read his book “Freedom” did all the
questions I had get answered. Everything began to slowly fall into
place and the world began to make sense. Iʼm on chapter 9 and
find I need to take the book in very slowly, so that Iʼm able to
absorb the information. I have been sleeping in the cave and am
now becoming enlightened. Thank you Mr. Griffith, for you hard
work and dedication. I hope you begin to see a change, for
humanities sake!
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World Transformation Movement Thank you Pamela for
your wonderfully appreciative comment. Yes Jeremy
Griffith's book ‘FREEDOMʼ is a read like no other. Finally
being able to understand and reconcile the human
condition is astonishingly powerful as it unravels the
seemingly impenetr… See more
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James Press Trees are just the latest superficial issue that
threatens human progress (or even existence) but surely the real
issue is OURSELVES, WE ultimately are the ones causing the
problems on earth and so any real solution to the world's
problems must lie in … See more
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World Transformation Movement Biologist Jeremy Griffith
published a profound follow up piece to this article today —
https://www.spectator.com.au/.../the-fury-of-the-left.../
SPECTATOR.COM.AU

The fury of the left, explained | The
Spectator Australia
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Sally Edgar Yes, as Griffith says, the human condition is THE
underlying issue in all human affairs and his biological
explanation of it brings much needed understanding to the mess
us humans find ourselves in and finally ends all our pain and
suffering. The videos are so compelling and insightful and
Griffith's book Freedom: The End of the Human Condition is a
must-read!!!
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Polly Watson When we understand the source of a problem we
can work on fixing it, like how to manage the Australian
environment to prevent bushfire devastation. And more
importantly, why humans are capable of destroying our planet,
while also being able to be incre… See more
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Marcus Rowell Many of the comments here highlight that we
humans appear to be "scourge", we are only going to "strip every
possible...resource" and that "overpopulation and greed are the
problem". They ask, how are some books and videos going to
change the world?
W… See more
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Doug Lobban Totally agree that we need real understanding of
ourselves and our human condition if we are going to get any
where in really repairing the world and all the man made
problems.
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